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Abstract: One form of generalization of the pseudo-Laplace transform, which is an

important notion from pseudo-analysis framework often used in dealing with di�er-

ential or integral equation, has been given. Its role in theory of probabilistic metric

spaces has been presented.
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1 Introduction

The main interest of this paper is generalization of the well known Laplace

transform, transform that has essential role in dealing with di�erential or in-

tegral equations. Generalization presented here has been done in the pseudo-

analysis framework, that is, it belongs to a rather new theory that has proved

itself as a power full tool in various aspects of mathematics ([5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 14,

16, 17, 18]). Of great importance is also generalization of the exchange formula

that transforms pseudo-convolution, generalization of the classical convolution

that has applications in probabilistic metric spaces, information theory, fuzzy

numbers, optimization, etc., into the pseudo-product.

Since probabilistic metric spaces are oriented on distribution functions for mea-

suring distance, operations with distribution functions known as triangle func-

tions which are considered to be the natural generalization of the usual triangle

inequality, are of grate importance for this theory ([3, 4, 8, 20]). It has been

established that some classes of triangle functions can be interpreted as gen-

eralized pseudo-convolutions of distribution functions ([14]), hence previously

mentioned exchange formula puts Laplace type transforms, among others, in

the core of the theory of probabilistic metric spaces.

The second section of this paper consists of preliminaries notions. A short

overview of basic de�nitions has been given. Pseudo-Laplace type transforms,



namely the distorted generalized (max; T )-Laplace transforms, have been given

in Section 3. Also, the corresponding exchange formula and some of the prop-

erties of distorted generalized (max; T )-Laplace transforms have been given.

2 Preliminaries

Let [a; b] be closed subinterval of [�1;+1] (in some cases, semiclosed subin-

tervals) and let � be an total order on [a; b]: Structure ([a; b];�;�) is called

semiring if following hold:

� � is pseudo-addition, i.e., � : [a; b]� [a; b] ! [a; b] is commutative, non-

decreasing (with respect to �), associative operation with a zero element

denoted by 0;

� � is pseudo-multiplication, i.e., � : [a; b] � [a; b] ! [a; b] is commuta-

tive, positively non-decreasing (x � y implies x � z � y � z;

z 2 [a; b]+ = fx : x 2 [a; b]; 0 � xg) ; associative operation with a unit

element denoted by 1;

� 0� x = 0;

� x� (y � z) = (x� y)� (x� z):

Of special importance for this paper are pseudo-operations de�ned on the unite

square, i.e., well known triangular norms and triangular conorms (see [4]).

There are three basic classes of semirings with continuous (up to some points)

pseudo-operations. The �rst class consists of semirings with idempotent pseu-

do-addition and non idempotent pseudo-multiplication. Semirings with strict

pseudo-operations de�ned by monotone and continuous generator function be-

long to the second class, and the third class contains semirings with both idem-

potent operations. More on this structure can be found in [5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14].

Classical measure's counterpart based on semiring ([a; b];�;�) is known as

����decomposable measure (see [6, 9, 10, 12, 21]). This set function m maps

some ��algebra � into [a; b]+ and ful�lls conditions m(;) = 0 and

m(

1[
i=1

Ai) =

1M
i=1

m(Ai) = lim
n!1

nM
i=1

m(Ai)

for all sequences (Ai)i2N of pairwise disjoint sets from �: If � is idempotent

operation, condition m(;) = 0 and pairwise disjointness of sets can be

omitted.

Construction of pseudo-integral on semiring ([a; b];�;�) with respect to ����

decomposable measure m is similar to the construction of classical Lebesgue



integral (see [4, 6, 7, 9, 12]). This integral is denoted with

Z
�

X

f � dm for all

bounded measurable function f : X ! [a; b]:

Another notion necessary for this paper is notion of the generalized pseudo-

convolution (see [4, 12, 14, 15]). Let G be subset of R; � a commutative binary

operation on R that ful�lls cancellation law and (G; �) semigroup with unit

element u: Let G+ = fxjx 2 G; x � ug: The generalized pseudo-convolution of

the �rst type of two functions f : G+ ! [a; b] and h : G+ ! [a; b] with respect

to a �-�-decomposable measure m is mapping f ? h : G+ ! [a; b] given by

f ? h(x) =

Z
�

Gx
+

f(u)� dmh(v); (1)

where Gx
+ is set of all u; v 2 G+ such that u � v = x; mh(A) = supx2A h(x)

for � = max; mh(A) = infx2A h(x) for � = min; and if � has an additive

generator g; then dmh = h�d(g�1Æ�); where � = gÆm is the Lebesgue measure

(generalized g-convolution of the �rst type). Generalized pseudo-convolution of

the second type is obtained when (G; �) is a group and pseudo-integral in (1)

is taken over the whole set G (see [14]).

Also, the notion of triangle function will be required. Let 4+ be space of

probability distribution functions, i.e.:

4
+ =

�
F : R+ ! [0; 1] j F is left-continuous, non-decreasing,

F (0) = 0 and F (1) = 1g :

A triangle function is a function � : 4+
�4

+
! 4

+ such that for all F;G;H 2

4
+ following hold: �(F;G) = �(G;F ); � (�(F;G); H) = � (F; �(G;H)) ;

F � G) �(F;H) � �(G;H) and �(F; "0) = F: By probabilistic metric space,

a triple (M;F ; �) whereM is non-empty set, a function F :M2
!4

+ assigns

to each (p; q) 2 M
2 a probability distribution functions Fpq ; � is a triangle

function, Fpp = "0; Fpq 6= "0 for p 6= q; Fpq = Fqp and Fpr � � (Fpq ; Fqr) ;

where

"0(x) =

�
0; x = 0

1; x > 0;

The importance of previously described pseudo-analysis's machinery for prob-

abilistic metric spaces can by easily shown by the following examples of some

essential triangle functions (see [14]).

Example 1 Let T be left continuous t-norm and let F and H be distribution

functions from 4
+
: Generalized pseudo-convolution based on ([0; 1];max; T )

for � = +; i.e.,

F ? H(x) = sup fT (F (u); H(v)) j v + u = xg ;



is triangle function denoted with �T (F;H)(x): This triangle function is in the

core of well known Menger space.

Now, let L be an binary operation on [0;+1] which is non-decreasing in both

coordinate, continuous on [0;+1)2; commutative, associative, has 0 as iden-

tity and ful�lls cancellation law. The generalized pseudo-convolution based on

([0; 1];max; T ) for � = L is

F ? H(x) = sup fT (F (u); H(v)) j L(v; u) = xg

where T is left continuous t-norm and F;H 2 4
+
: This pseudo-convolution

is well known triangle function �T;L(F;H)(x):

Example 2 For S being continuous triangular conorm, the generalized pseudo-

convolution based on ([0; 1];min; S) for � = + is

F ? H(x) = inf fS (F (u); H(v)) j v + u = xg :

This generalized pseudo-convolution is triangle function �S(F;H)(x):

If ? is the generalized pseudo-convolution based on ([0; 1];min; S) for � = L

as in the previous example, F ?H(x) is triangle function �S;L(F;H)(x); i.e.:

F ? H(x) = inf fS (F (u); H(v)) j L(v; u) = xg = �S;L(F;H)(x):

3 Distorted generalized (max; T )-Laplace
transform

Transformations of the measurable functions done in the pseudo-Laplace style

(see [9, 12, 13]) will be investigated through this section. The more general

case, the generalized (�;�)-Laplace transform, can be found in [16]. Here, we

shall consider its modi�cation, so called distorted generalized (max; T )-Laplace

transform.

Let L be previously mentioned binary operation on domain of the probabil-

ity distribution functions from 4
+ that is non-decreasing in both coordinate,

continuous on [0;+1)2; commutative, associative, has 0 as identity and ful�lls

cancellation law. Since this operation is strict, it can be represented by means

of generating function (see [1, 4, 13]). Let l : [0;1] ! [0; 1] be multiplica-

tive generator for binary operation L; that is, let l be continuous, decreasing

function such that l(0) = 1 and

L(x; y) = l

�1 (l(x)l(y)) :



We shall consider another binary operation } : [0;1]2 ! [0;1] that has to be

distributive with respect to L; i.e., L(x; y)}z = L (x}z; y}z) : If L is given by

multiplicative generator, operation } can have only the following form

x}y = l

�1 (exp (� ln l(x) ln l(y))) :

Further on, semiring of the �rst class ([0; 1];max; T ) where T is an Archimedean

t-norm with multiplicative generating function � is considered. Laplace type

transform in the style of Moynihan (see [8]) is given by the following de�nition.

De�nition 3 Let T be an Archimedean t-norm. Distorted generalized (max; T )

-Laplace transform for the semigrup (4+
; ?) is mapping DL

max
T;L de�ned for

F 2 4
+

as

DL
max
T;L F (z) = max

�
0; sup

x>0

l(x}z)� (F (x))

�
; z � 0:

Example 4 For T = TP and L = +; distorted generalized (max; T ) -Laplace

transform has the following form that coincides with so called Product-conjugate

transform used by Moynihan ([8]):

DL
max
TP ;+

F (z) = sup
x�0

e

�xz
F (x):

Remark 5 Generalized (�;�)-Laplace transform of a measurable function F :

[0;1)! [a; b] has been introduced in [16] and it has the following from

L
�

�;LF (z) =

Z
�

[0;1)

�

(�1) (l(x}z))� dmF (x):

If � = max and � is an Archimedean t-norm T given by continuous and in-

creasing generating function � : [0; 1]! [0; 1] with �(1) = 1 (see [4]), generalized

(max; T ) -Laplace transform is mapping Lmax
T;L de�ned for all F : [0;1)! [0; 1]

as

L
max
T;L F (z) = �

(�1)

�
sup
x�0

l(x}z)� (F (x))

�
; z � 0;

where �(�1) is pseudo-inverse function of � (see [4]).

As mentioned before, exchange-type formulas are of grate importance. It can

be proven (see [16]) that the following type of the pseudo-exchange formula

holds:

DL
max
T;L (F1 ? F2 ? � � � ? Fn) (z)

= max
�
�(0);DLmax

T;L F1(z)DL
max
T;L F2(z) � � �DL

max
T;L Fn(z)

	
;

or, written with respect to t-norm as a pseudo-product � = T

�

�1
�
DL

max
T;L (F1 ? F2 ? � � � ? Fn) (z)

�



= �

�1
�
DL

max
T;L F1(z)

�
� �

�1
�
DL

max
T;L F2(z)

�
� � � � � �

�1
�
DL

max
T;L Fn(z)

�
:

Another important property of distorted generalized (max; T ) -Laplace trans-

form given by following theorem has been proven in [16].

Theorem 6 Distorted generalized (max; TP ) -Laplace transform is continuous.

Since for an Archimedean t-norm T given by multiplicative generator � holds

DL
max
T;L F (z) = DL

max
TP ;L

F

�(z);

where F
� is function from 4

+ such that it is equal to zero for x = 0 and

� Æ F (x) for all x > 0; as the consequence of the previous theorem for some

sequences (Fn)n2N from 4
+ and F 2 4

+
; we have following:

lim
n!1

Fn(x) = F (x) implies lim
n!1

DL
max
T;L Fn(z) = DL

max
T;L F (z) (2)

for all continuity points x of function F and all z > 0:

Remark 7 By limit lim
n!1

Fn(x) = F (x) from (2), a weak convergence of se-

quence (Fn)n2N towards F has been considered. That is, lim
n!1

Fn(x) = F (x)

for all continuity points x of function F: In [16], it has been proved that se-

quence (Fn)n2N converges weakly to F if and only if Ll(Fn; F )! 0; where Ll
is generalized modi�ed Levy metric given by

Ll = inff� ln l(Æ) j F (x) � G(L(x; Æ)) � ln l(Æ)

and G(x) � F (L(x; Æ))� ln l(Æ) for 0 < x < Æ

�
g;

for Æ}Æ� = 1:

Presented distorted generalized (max; T ) -Laplace transform has essential role

in proving following theorem from [16]. This results considers a wide class

of triangle functions and provides an answer to the question whether a non-

trivial limit for the sequence (TT;L (F1; F2; : : : ; Fn))n2N ; i.e., if written in the

sense of pseudo-analysis, (F1 ? F2 ? � � � ? Fn)n2N ; exists or not. In previous

notation, Fi; i 2 N; are probability distribution functions and ? is generalized

pseudo-convolution based on semiring ([0; 1];max; T ):

Theorem 8 Let T be an Archimedean t-norm and let (Fn)n2N be a sequence

in 4
+
and

Gn = F1 ? F2 ? � � � ? Fn;

for n = 1; 2; : : : ; where ? is generalized pseudo-convolution based on semiring

([0; 1];max; T ) for � = L: Then the sequence (Gn)n2N has a non-trivial limit if

and only if there is a sequence of positive numbers (xn)n2N such that



1

L
n=1

xn <1 and

1

T
n=1

Fn(xn) > 0:

Specially, for L(x; y) = x + y and x}y = xy; Moynihan's result from [8] can

be obtained.

Remark 9 By haveing a non-trivial limit, in Theorem 8, it has been assumed

that sequence (Gn)n2N does not converge to "1 =

�
0; 0 � x <1

1; x =1
.

4 Conclusion

Generalization of the Laplace transform known as pseudo-Laplace transform

(see [11, 13]) has proved itself to be useful in solving some nonlinear equa-

tions ([6, 9, 10, 11]) as well as in optimization theory and decision theory ([2]).

The main aim of this paper has been to present further steps in this process

of generalization that could broaden the area of applications. Another prob-

lem concerning this topic that should be addressed in the future is existence

of inverse generalized (�;�)-Laplace transform and its possible applications.

Another problem concerning this �eld of mathematics is problem of character-

ization of triangle functions. For some classes of triangle functions the answer

has been given in [19], however, this question, in general, remains open.
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